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Description
We’ve been looking for inspiration for a new dining table for a long time and the idea came with the design of the PLAY
coffee tables.
There has never been a more logical time to create a contemporary dining table from solid wood, than in this era when
wood is once again modern.
At the same time, this enduring retro trend inspired us to pay tribute to the design of the 50s, this time with PLAY
dinner. We are launching the table in two shapes, a round shape and a Lamé curve inspired by its inventor, the French
mathematician, Gabriel Lamé.

Construction
The 22mm solid wooden tabletop is cut and hand polished leaving a plate, with a smooth and comfortable edge.
Combined with the turned wooden legs they create a light and elegant dinner table. As an alternative the tables are
available with table tops in white laminate.
The Laminate table is made in Christal White Laminate, with an edgeband in oak or walnut that matches the legs and and
the frame of the table.
The frame is made in solid wood, and conects with the legs in a seamles joint made possible with the special routing of
the legs. The frame has two functions, it guarantee not only that the table is stable but also hides the container for storing
additional plates on the table with extension.
We deliver the table both with and without the possibility for extension.
On the table with extension it is possible to store up to two additional plates in the storrage compartment.
The extension table are made with a special joint with tongue and groove, this ensures that the joint is level where the two
plates meet. The PLAYdinner table is on of the few tables on the market that are made with tongue and groove.

Designer
A vision to create qualitative, functional and timeless furniture made
Jacob Munch and Henrik Bruun establish their design company
bruunmunch in 2011. Since the duo took the Danish design scene,
everything went fast. Their vision at the time and today is creating
new design in close cooperation with designers, Danish suppliers
and skilled cabinetmakers. Bruunmunchs furniture is Danish in
expression, design a nd production.
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Finish options
Solid wood
Design: Mother nature
Origin: Oak, Europe
Origin: Walnut, America
Composition: 100% Solid wood

Oak, natural oil

Oak, white oil

Walnut, natural oil

Oak, black stained

Oak, soap treated

Laminate
Manufacturer: Formica
Design: Formica
Composition: Laminate plate
with edge in wood veneer

Crystal White
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